This paper assesses the link between beliefs about HIV infection and fertility. I develop and estimate a dynamic discrete-choice life-cycle fertility model in which expectations about life horizon and child survival depend on perceived HIV infection. Using data containing beliefs on own status, I show that the presence of HIV reduces average lifetime fertility in rural Malawi by 0.15 births. Counterfactual policy simulations predict that prevention of mother-to-child transmission and HIV testing would have overall negligible impacts on fertility, although testing reduces the fertility of infected women, leading to a reduction in child mortality.
I. Introduction
An important feature when considering fertility in the context of the HIVepidemic is that an infected person can live for many years with no symptoms. The median survival time after infection, without treatment, is estimated to be about 10.4 years.
1 During most of this time, an infected person is in a clinical latency stage and experiences few or no symptoms.
2 This implies that women are often uncertain about
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1. Todd et al. (2007) provide an estimate for infected adults in Eastern and Southern Africa. 2. Morgan et al. (2002) , for example, find median time from infection to AIDS to be 9.4 years and median time from AIDS to death to be 9.2 months in rural Uganda.
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their own HIV status. Women's perceptions of HIV risk and their own HIV status affect beliefs about their own and their children's life expectancy, which in turn may influence life-cycle fertility choices. In addition to being uncertain about their own HIV status, women often express beliefs about HIV risk that differ substantially from actual risk. Studies using the Malawi Diffusion and Ideational Change Project data show that individuals in rural Malawi tend to overestimate both the probability of being HIV-infected ) and the HIV prevalence in their community (Anglewicz 2007) . Anglewicz and Kohler (2009) attribute these high-risk assessments to overestimated probabilities of transmission. More than 95 percent of respondents believe that transmission from a single instance of unprotected intercourse with an infected person is highly likely or certain. However, studies estimate that it can be as low as 1 per 1,000 encounters in the absence of an increased viral load (Gray et al., 2001) .
3 Both fertility and HIV prevalence rates in Malawi are among the highest in the world, with the total fertility rate at 5.7 births per woman and the HIV prevalence rate at 10.6 percent. 4 Malawian women make fertility decisions in an environment characterized by high adult and child mortality, exacerbated by mother-to-child HIV transmission. The sharp increase in HIV testing rates in the last few years is expected to have reduced women's uncertainty about their HIV status. However, even a negative test result provides information only about the moment of testing while exposure to infection risk might be continuous. Assessing how different policy interventions might affect outcomes such as number of births, child mortality, and orphanhood requires an understanding of how women's fertility decisions are affected by the presence of HIV.
In this paper, I study the determinants of women's reproductive decisions in Malawi, taking into account uncertainty about HIV status and differences between perceived and actual HIV infection risk. I investigate how HIV affects fertility and simulate the impact of different policy interventions, such as HIV testing programs and prevention of mother-to-child transmission, on fertility and child mortality.
To this end, I develop a dynamic discrete-choice life-cycle fertility model in which expectations about the life horizon and child survival depend on a perceived infection hazard. Awoman makes annual pregnancy decisions from the time of marriage until she becomes infecund. She maximizes utility, which depends on her number of children, household consumption, and pregnancies, subject to a per-period budget constraint. The woman faces uncertainty regarding future income, HIV status, and the survival of herself and her children in future periods.
A woman's perceived infection hazard is allowed to differ from her actual infection hazard to reflect the misperceptions about HIV risk observed empirically. The perceived hazard rate for each period is a function of a woman's characteristics, such as 3. The viral load is high in the few weeks following infection and increases again as an infected person develops AIDS. Infectivity increases with viral load as well as with other conditions, such as the existence of other STDs. Powers et al. (2008) review the studies estimating HIV infectivity and discuss different factors that increase infectivity. Note, however, that even a low transmission rate such as 0.001 can translate into a nontrivial probability of infection during a year of partnership. Gray et al. (2001) find average frequency of intercourse to be about 106 acts per year, implying about a 10 percent chance of transmission given this transmission rate. 4. Malawi Demographic and Health Survey (2010). her age, region of residence, marital status, and schooling level. To account for unobservable factors, the hazard rate also incorporates heterogeneity in the form of a discrete number of unobserved types. 5 Given that HIV is initially asymptomatic, the model assumes that a woman does not observe realizations of the infection process and therefore does not know her HIV status. Assuming she knows the mortality process associated with HIV infection, however, survival during each additional period gives her information about her status. Specifically, she reduces her subjective probabilities of having become infected in each of the past periods based on the fact that she is still alive. According to these probabilities and given the mortality process, she updates her survival expectations. HIV infection also increases child mortality probabilities through mother-to-child transmission. In the model, the woman also updates expectations about the survival of each of her children depending on the probability of her having been infected at the time of birth.
The dynamic fertility model is estimated using the Malawi Diffusion and Ideational Change Project (MDICP) data set, a rich longitudinal data set collected in rural areas of three different districts of the country. A unique feature of the MDICP data is that they include measures of subjective expectations regarding a range of outcomes, including the likelihood respondents assigned to being HIV-infected at the time of the interview. The expectations data were collected using a novel bean-counting method, developed by Delavande and Kohler (2009) , which is appropriate for populations with low levels of numeracy. Delavande and Kohler (2009) find that the reported subjective expectations follow basic properties of probabilities and that the assessments of HIV infection vary meaningfully with observable characteristics associated with different levels of HIV prevalence. I use a subsample of 1,006 married women who were interviewed at least once during the 2006 and 2008 rounds, when family rosters and subjective expectations were collected.
Since 2004, each round of data collection included HIV testing of respondents and the prevalence rate was found to be about 7 percent. 6 Although individuals who received positive test results assign significantly higher likelihood to being infected two years later relative to individuals who received negative test results, some individuals who tested positive later assign a probability of less than one to being infected. I therefore assume that a woman assigns a probability to the accuracy of the test. Given the test result, the woman updates the probabilities assigned to infection and the corresponding probabilities of survival.
I structurally estimate the model parameters using maximum likelihood and then use the estimated model to perform several counterfactual simulations. First, I simulate lifecycle fertility in an environment with no HIV exposure. The results indicate that the presence of HIV has an average negative effect on fertility. Overall, women in the noHIVenvironment have on average 0.15 more births over their life cycle. However, there is heterogeneity in the effect of the presence of HIV on fertility, with some women decreasing the number of births and fewer women increasing it. I also simulate the effects of prevention of mother-to-child transmission and HIV testing programs on fertility outcomes. Although these programs are not necessarily intended to influence 5. The probability of being a certain type is a function of the woman's characteristics. 6. HIV prevalence is lower in rural areas than in urban areas. The prevalence in the MDICP sample is lower than the rural 2004 DHS prevalence because the sample does not include periurban areas such as trading centers (Obare et al. 2009 ). fertility, they have the potential to affect reproductive choices by altering beliefs about HIV status, life expectancy, and child survival. Such policy interventions are implemented in Malawi and are continuously expanding in scope. I find these programs to have negligible effects on the overall number of births. However, I find that HIV testing reduces fertility by HIV-positive women, leading to a reduction in child mortality and orphanhood.
The medical and demographic literature has recorded a negative correlation between HIV infection and fertility. However, this literature does not convincingly separate the direct physiological effects of HIV/AIDS from behavioral factors and other confounders (such as increased rate of other STDs, history of drug use or higher likelihood of being widowed). The medical literature links the reduction of live births to the compromise of the immune system and high viral loads, both of which are associated with the AIDS progression in the last stages of the infection. Nguyen et al. (2006) , for example, found significant reductions in the odds of live births only in the highest two out of 12 viral load categories. The assumption taken in this paper is therefore that in the period of clinical latency, the physiological impact of HIVon fecundity is negligible. The medical literature also concluded that pregnancy does not adversely affect HIV progression or survival (Gray and McIntyre 2007) .
Previous studies by economists on the effect of HIV/AIDS on fertility were framed to a great extent around the question of how will the epidemic affect economic growth and long-term welfare of future African generations. Young (2005) argues that thanks to a negative effect on fertility, the epidemic, on net, will increase future per capita consumption. 7 He attributes the reduction in fertility to an unwillingness to engage in unprotected sexual activity and increasing labor opportunities for women because of scarcity of labor. He shows empirically a negative relationship between fertility and HIV prevalence using retrospective fertility histories and seroprevalence in antenatal clinics in South Africa. Using time series cross-country data on fertility and HIV prevalence rates, Young (2007) finds a similar effect. Kalemli-Ozcan (2012) suggests a different theory. Higher mortality rates might cause reduction in investments in human capital and bring precautionary demand for children. Using similar types of data, the analysis shows that regressing total fertility rate on HIV/AIDS prevalence can yield both positive and negative effects with different estimation strategies and different measures of HIV prevalence.
More recent studies use the cross-country data from the latest rounds of the Demographic and Health Surveys (DHS). These surveys are nationally representative and contain results of HIV testing of respondents. Fortson (2009) and Juhn et al. (2013) find lower fertility rates of HIV-infected women than of HIV-uninfected women; however, they find no effect of local prevalence rates on the fertility of uninfected women and an overall insignificant aggregate effect of HIV on fertility. Fink and Linnemayr (2009) , linking historical data from World Fertility Surveys (WFS) with the DHS data, argue that while HIV does not have a significant effect on aggregate fertility levels, it affects women differently depending on their educational attainment. They find that in the presence of HIV more educated women reduce fertility more than uneducated women.
7. According to Young (2005) , the positive effect of reduces fertility dominates a negative effect of reduced human capital accumulation by orphans.
They suggest that the opportunity cost of investing in raising children is higher for the educated women, and they would therefore prefer to reduce fertility given that the children are more likely to die as young adults. Analyzing the Malawi DHS surveys from 2000 and 2004, together with HIV rates obtained from antenatal clinics, Durevall and Lindskog (2011) conclude that although the HIV/AIDS epidemic has small impact on the number of births a woman experiences, it affects timing of fertility. Women in districts with higher HIV prevalence are more likely to give birth at younger ages and are less likely to do so when they are over 29 years. The authors propose that women might shift fertility to earlier ages given expectations of getting infected later in life.
My analysis differs from these studies both in the type of data used and in the empirical approach of the analysis. The data on individuals' subjective beliefs allow me to take into account the fact that people behave according to how they perceive their environment, whether their perceptions are accurate or not. They also allow me to exploit heterogeneity within communities, which cannot be done when using data on local HIV prevalence. The structural estimation of a model enables me to perform counterfactual simulations of life-cycle fertility in order to assess how outcomes would vary under different disease and policy environments.
The analysis in this paper builds on previous work that studies fertility in environments with uncertainty about mortality using discrete-choice life-cycle fertility models. Wolpin (1984) presents an estimable model in an environment where infant survival is uncertain and uses the model to study the response of fertility choices to experienced infant mortality. Mira (2007) extends the modeling framework by introducing heterogeneity in infant mortality risk across mothers and having parents learn about a fixed family-specific component of infant mortality risk throughout their life cycle. Fertility choices are influenced by how the parents adapt to the information obtained from experiencing infant survival. Like Mira (2007) , my model also includes Bayesian updating of mortality expectation. However, rather than learning about a fixed characteristic, women in my model update their beliefs about getting infected with HIV in different periods of their life cycle (both past and future), and their subjective beliefs are allowed to differ from their actual exposure to infection. In addition, women can update their beliefs after receiving HIV test results. My model also differs in that the HIV environment creates uncertainty about the survival of both mothers and children.
II. Model
A. General Setup I develop a dynamic discrete-choice life-cycle model of woman's fertility decisions in an environment of exposure to HIV infection. Women maximize subjective expected utility by making sequential binary fertility choices in a framework similar to that of Wolpin (1984) and Mira (2007) . Specifically, a woman makes annual decisions of whether to become pregnant beginning at the age of her marriage and ending when she becomes infecund at a fixed age F (assumed to be 45). Awoman gives birth in the period following the one in which she became pregnant. If never infected, a woman survives with certainty to age T (assumed to be 60). An infected woman might die prior to reaching the terminal model period. HIV infection of a mother at time of birth also increases mortality probabilities of children during the first four years of their lives.
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Given that HIV infection is asymptomatic for the majority of the infection duration, women cannot observe their HIV status.
Women are heterogeneous with respect to a group of characteristics that are treated as exogenous and constant determinants of their choices. These characteristics include region of residence, completed schooling level, the size of the household's land plot, age of marriage, and whether a woman is married to a polygamous husband. Women are also of different discrete unobserved types, which are incorporated in the model to account for unobservable permanent factors that might affect preferences as well as exposure to HIV.
There are several reasons why I model choice over fertility rather than over sexual behavior. With more precise data, I could have estimated a model in which the choice is over sexual and contraceptive behaviors with fertility being a stochastic function of these. That would have allowed me, with significant increase in computational burden, to also partially endogenize exposure to HIV infection. 9 However, apart from the questionable reliability of self-reports on sexual behavior of married women, there is practically no variation in women's reporting. For example, all but few women report having sex with their spouses and very few report having extramarital relationships. In addition, the fertility history modules in the surveys enable me to incorporate in my estimation fertility outcomes for years in which surveys were not conducted. This would have not been possible with the available data on sexual and contraceptive behavior.
In the current framework, risk of HIV infection is taken as exogenous to fertility choices. Evidence suggests that most family planning methods used by married women in Malawi would affect the probability of fertility but not the probability of HIV infection. For example, the Malawi DHS 2010 shows that, while 46 percent of married women use some method of family planning, only 2.5 percent use condoms that would protect against HIV infection. There is also no evidence in the data that women tend to change exposure to HIV infection through frequency of sex in order to conceive or avoid pregnancy. Unlike the data on sexual partners and condom use, there is variation in reporting of frequency of sex with spouses. However, there is no significant correlation between reported frequency and fertility outcomes. 10 In practice, the primary relationship between sexual behavior choices, fertility, and HIV infection risk is that women engaged in unprotected sex are more likely both to become infected and to become pregnant. Through the estimation of unobserved types, the current model is able to capture a positive correlation between beliefs about HIV status and fertility without implying that the beliefs causally affect fertility. If a particular subset of married women 8. Child mortality rates at later ages are low and are ignored to reduce computational burden. According to Crampin et al. (2003) , mortality rate in the fifth to tenth years of life in Northern Malawi is estimated to be 12 per 1,000 person year for children born to HIV-positive mother and 3 per 1,000 person year for children born to HIV-negative mothers. 9. Exposure to risk only would be partially endogenized because it also would depend on the behaviors of husbands and other sexual partners. 10. I tested the relationship between frequency of sex and pregnancy in the 2004 round of the MDICP data. Respondents chose from different discrete frequency categories. When controlling for the age of the respondent, there is no significant correlation between the frequency categories and two indicators: whether the women had births in 2004 or whether they reported being pregnant at the time of the survey. is more likely to engage in risky sex, the model will estimate this type to have a high preference for children and high risk of infection. Fertility would be high regardless of the presence of the HIV epidemic.
B. Preferences
Each period, a woman receives a utility flow from household consumption (C), her number of children (N), pregnancy status ( p), and a time-varying preference shock (e p ) which is iid across time and women. The per-period utility function is given by
The utility function exhibits constant relative risk-aversion (CRRA) in consumption and includes an interaction term between household consumption and the number of children to reflect consumption being divided among more individuals as the household size increases. The utility is quadratic in the number of children. The parameters related to preference for children, l 2 and l 3 , are allowed to vary with region of residence (r), schooling level (e), polygamy (m), and unobserved type (m). 11 The utility function also incorporates a nonpecuniary cost (or benefit) associated with being pregnant. This cost includes a stochastic preference shock as well as a deterministic age-dependent element (l 4, t ). The cost of pregnancy changes if a woman was pregnant in the previous period (l 5 ). The cost of consecutive births is allowed to change with the age of women (l 6 ).
The specification of the model implies perfect control over conception and contraception. I instead could have introduced a cost of contraceptives, a probability of conception conditional on not wanting to become pregnant and a probability of not conceiving conditional on trying. Using data on births only, however, I cannot separately identify these elements. Instead, these elements will be absorbed into the cost of pregnancy (both deterministic and stochastic) and the preference for children. For example, having the cost of pregnancy change with age captures physiological factors that vary the propensity to conceive during different stages of a woman's life cycle. The added cost of consecutive births enables the model to generate patterns of birth spacing.
C. Income and Consumption
It is assumed that households cannot borrow or save, which implies household consumption (C ) equals the household's income (Y ). The household's income is exogenous and stochastic. I specify a parsimonious household income function that is appropriate for the context of subsistence agriculture. I assume that the logarithm of income is distributed as 11. The majority of respondents in each of the three sites of the MDICP data set are of different tribal groups. The tribes differ in their practices of lineage and residence after marriage which might affect preferences for children.
(
Income depends on region of residence (Balaka, Mchinji), size of household's land plot (Land High), the age of the woman (t), the number of children (N), and a time-varying income shock (e y ). 12 Realization of the income shock occurs after the fertility decision is made. Therefore, pregnancy decisions are based on expected income.
D. Perceived Infection Hazard
A woman's perceived exposure to HIV infection is modeled as a hazard process.
13 Let h(t) be the probability a woman assigns to getting infected at period t, conditional on being HIV-negative until then. The perceived hazard rate for period t is given by
where x(t) is a vector containing the woman's characteristics, the duration of her marriage, her age and age squared, and a constant. The parameters related to the constant, age, and age squared are allowed to differ for unobserved types.
14 The perceived unconditional probability of getting infected at period t, P(t), is given by
E. Survival Expectations
Awoman is assumed to know the mortality processes associated with HIV infection (for both adults and children). Survival to each additional period provides her with information about her HIV status. Specifically, she reduces the probability of having gotten infected in each past period. Given these probabilities and the mortality process, the woman assigns probabilities to survival to each future period. The woman also updates expectations about the survival of children of ages 0-3 in future periods. Conditional on the probabilities she assigns to having been infected at times of giving birth, she assigns probabilities to the survival of each of her children to future periods. Women's beliefs also are updated by receiving an HIV test result. MDICP respondents did not anticipate being offered HIV testing, and almost all of the respondents agreed to get tested. Because of these features of the data, I abstract from modeling the decision to get tested. Instead, I treat the HIV testing as an unanticipated revelation of 12. The Malawi Multiple Indicator Cluster Survey 2006 estimates that 27.5 percent of children aged 5 to 11 are involved in at least one hour of economic work or 28 hours of domestic work per week. A more natural specification of the income function might take into account the ages of the children. However, I do not keep track of the ages of children above age 3 in the state space to reduce computational burden. 13. Perceived and actual exposures to HIV infection are treated as exogenous to women's behavior because there is no variation in self-reports of sexual behavior by women in the data. All but very few married women report having sex with their husbands and not having extramarital partners. 14. The detailed specification of the perceived infection hazard function is presented in the appendix.
HIV status. I first present the updating of expectations about life horizon without testing and then proceed to discuss the updating with testing.
Updating survival expectations without HIV testing
Let I(t, t) be the probability a woman assigns to getting infected at period s, conditional on being alive at t. The probability assigned to having gotten infected at a past or present period t is given by
where S(s, t) is the probability a woman who gets infected at period s survives to period t. The probability assigned at period t to being HIV-positive is given by the summation of the probabilities assigned to infection happening in all periods up to t:
The probability a woman assigns at time t to being alive at the following period is given by (6) pðt‚ t + 1Þ = + t k = 1 Prðgot infected at kÞPrðalive at t + 1j got infected at k & alive at tÞ + Prðnot infected at tÞ
As women update each period the probabilities assigned to having been infected in past periods, they also update the probabilities assigned to the survival of young children still in risk of mortality. Let S -c ( j) (S + c ( j)) be the probability that a child born to an HIV negative (positive) woman survives to age j. The probability a woman assigns at period t for a child of age a to survive to the following period depends on the probability she assigns to having been infected at the time of the child's birth and is given by (7) p c a t‚ t + 1 ð Þ= Pr mother was HIV -positive at birth ð Þ · Pr(child alive at t + 1 j mother was HIV -pos at birth & child alive at t) + Pr mother was HIV -negative at birth ð Þ · Pr(child alive at t + 1 j mother was HIV -neg at birth & child alive at t)
Updating survival expectations with HIV testing
HIV testing provides a woman information about her infection status at the time of the test; however, it does not provide her with any new information about when she might have gotten infected. I assume that women learn about their own status from the test and accompanied counseling but do not update their perceived infection hazard process. I also assume testing affects fertility decisions only through the update in beliefs and not through new information on contraceptives.
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Given that some of the women who received positive test results assigned some likelihood to not being infected after the test, I assume that women assign a probability to the accuracy of the test result. Specifically, she assigns probability p test to the test result being her actual status and probability 1 -p test to the test result being uninformative. Therefore, the probability a woman assigns to being HIV-positive when receiving a test result at period t test , denoted asB t test ð Þ, iŝ
where B(t test ) is the probability assigned at period t test to being HIV-positive without having been tested. To compute the subjective life expectancies in periods after t test , it is necessary to recover the posttest probabilities women assign to infection in each period. I defineP(t) to be the posttest update of P(t) (defined in Equation 3). These probabilities can be recovered using the fact that a test result does not provide the woman with any new information about when she might have gotten infected. Let G(t, t test ) be the probability assigned to having gotten infected at t, conditional on being HIV-positive at t test . This probability does not change after learning the test result. The after-test probability assigned at t test to having gotten infected in a past period t can be written as (8)Î(s‚ t test ) = Pr(got infected at s j HIV-positive at t)Pr(HIV-positive at t)
In addition, similar to Equation 4, the after-test probability assigned at t test to having gotten infected in a past period t is also given by
By Equations 8 and 9,
I can solve forP(1)‚ . . . ‚P(t test ) by solving the system of t test equations with t test unknowns (the solution of the system of equations is presented in the appendix). The probability assigned to infection at a future period t is given bŷ
15. As previously discussed the use of condoms within marriage is viewed as unacceptable and very few married women report using it.
Given the vectorP =P 1 ð Þ‚ . . . ‚P T -1 ð Þ À Á , the perceived probabilities of infection and survival in periods following the test are constructed as in Equations 4-7.
F. Model Solution
The woman's problem can be formulated as a discrete-choice discrete-time stochastic dynamic program. Let W(t) be the state space at time t, consisting of all of the information relevant to decision-making that the woman has available at that time. Specifically, it contains the realized preference shock, the number of living children, ages of young children at risk of dying, whether she was pregnant in the previous period, and her testing history (period and result of each test). It also contains her fixed characteristics: her region of residence, schooling level, age of marriage, polygamy status of her husband, and the land owned by the household. Note that life horizon expectations are fully determined by W(t); therefore, there is no need to include the expectations in the state space.
Let V(W(t), t) be the value function, that is, the maximized present discounted value of lifetime utility. Let V f (W(t), t) be the alternative-specific value function, that is, the value if choice f is taken, with f indicating pregnancy status. The Bellman equation of the optimization problem is
where U 1 (t, W(t)) represents a utility flow at state W(t) with pregnancy, and U 0 (t, W(t)) represents the utility flow without pregnancy. The expectation associated with flow utility is taken over the present income shock. The expectation associated with the nextperiod value function is taken over future income and preference shocks as well as over child survival. V 1 (W(t), t) is strictly increasing in e p (t); however, V 0 (W(t), t) is constant in e p (t) because the preference shock enters the utility flow only if the woman becomes pregnant. Let W d (t) be the set of deterministic elements of the state space-that is, the set without e p (t). For any W d (t), there is a unique critical value e p *(
. The solution to the woman's optimization problem is to become pregnant only if the preference shock is bigger than the corresponding critical value.
G. HIV/AIDS and Fertility Outcomes
There are several channels through which the presence of the HIV/AIDS epidemic can affect fertility outcomes in the framework presented above. These channels are driven by both actual and perceived exposure to infection. They operate simultaneously and can potentially have opposing influences on the timing and number of births as well as on the experienced child mortality. In terms of the effect of actual HIV infection, the shorter life span of women's life cycle will reduce the number of periods during which they can get pregnant and will therefore have an obvious negative effect on the overall average number of births. The increase in child mortality, on the other hand, can increase fertility through a replacement effect (Ben-Porath 1976) . If there is a decreasing marginal utility from an additional child, the loss of a child will increase fertility in the periods after the loss.
The impact of the subjective beliefs on fertility outcomes is even more ambiguous. As described in the previous subsection, a woman compares the expected value of lifetime utility with and without a current pregnancy. With higher likelihood assigned to being infected, a woman assigns less likelihood to her and her child's survival and therefore perceives fewer periods during which she would get utility flows from having the additional child. Given that the nonpecuniary cost of pregnancy is not affected by beliefs about HIV status, this implies that the woman would be less likely to get pregnant if she assigns higher probability to being infected. On the other hand, if a woman has high valuation for children, she might choose to increase her fertility when she assigns some probability to being infected. She would do so in expectation that a larger share of her children will not survive. The literature has referred to this type of behavior as the "hoarding effect" (Ben-Porath 1976) . In addition, even without a change in the total number of births a woman gives, the presence of HIV might change the timing of her pregnancies. A woman might assign no or small likelihood to being infected in the present but decide to give birth at younger ages if she perceives a higher likelihood to being infected in the future. This will depend on her perceived hazard rates throughout the fertile stage of her life cycle.
III. Data

A. Malawi Diffusion and Ideational Change Project
Malawi is a landlocked country located in Southeast Africa. It has a population of about 15 million, comprising different ethnic and religious groups. Eighty-one percent of the population lives in rural areas and relies mostly on subsistence agriculture. 16 The Malawi Diffusion and Ideational Change Project (MDICP) data have been collected since 1998 in rural areas of three districts in Malawi: Balaka in the south of the country, Mchinji in the center, and Rumphi in the north. 17 The different rounds of the longitudinal data set contain extensive information on more than 4,000 men and women, at the individual, household and community levels.
A unique feature of the MDICP data set is that it includes measures of subjective likelihoods respondents assign to being HIV-positive. The subjective expectations were collected using an elicitation methodology developed by Delavande and Kohler (2009) Delavande et al. (2011) review existing subjective expectations data from developing countries.
Respondents were provided with ten beans and a plate. They were asked to allocate different number of beans on the plate to express the likelihood that different events will be realized. The respondents were instructed that zero beans reflect certainty that an event will not happen, more beans reflect higher likelihood that an event happens, and that ten beans imply certainty about the event happening. The likelihood assigned to being HIV-positive is measured by asking: "Pick the number of beans that reflects how likely you think it is that you are infected with HIV/AIDS now." Delavande and Kohler (2009) find that reported subjective expectations follow basic properties of probabilities and that the assessments of HIV-infection vary meaningfully with observable characteristics associated with different levels of HIV prevalence.
Since 2004, HIV testing has been offered to all respondents during data collection. The takeup rates of the tests were high, above 90 percent in all waves. The HIV prevalence rate in the sample was 6.9 percent (Obare et al. 2009 ). In 2004, test results were available five to seven weeks after testing. The testing component of the survey was linked to an experiment that is described and analyzed by Thornton (2008) . Respondents were assigned vouchers for a monetary reward, redeemable upon return to temporary Voluntary Consulting and Testing (VCT) sites where results were provided. The VCT sites were set up such that all respondents' homes are within five kilometers distance from at least one site. Approximately 70 percent of those tested chose to pick up their results. In 2006 and 2008, rapid blood tests were adopted, eliminating the time delay between testing and provision of results.
For my analysis, I am using a subsample of married women in their first marriage, who did not become pregnant from a relationship with men other than their husbands. I restrict the sample to women in unbroken first marriages because I abstract from endogenizing decisions related to marriage or partnership. I also restrict the sample to include only women who were interviewed in at least one of the 2006 and 2008 rounds. Data collected in these rounds include family rosters, containing information on all children of respondents, and the elicitation of subjective expectations. I start with a sample of 1696 ever-married women who were born no earlier than 1960 because the last age of fertility in the model is assumed to be 44 and 2004 is the earliest year included for fertility outcomes. I exclude 650 women who were not in their first marriage. Twenty-nine of these women were widowed by 2006, 18 were divorced, and the rest have been married more than once or reported pregnancies from more than one man. After excluding 40 additional women for missing essential variables or inconsistencies in fertility reporting, the estimation sample consists of 1,006 women.
The sample is representative of the population of women in their first marriage in the areas covered by the survey, but it is not representative of married women more generally. The women excluded are on average older. Conditional on their age, they assign on average higher likelihood to being HIV-infected and have experienced lower fertility. Tables 1 to 4 Less than one percent chose the ten-bean category. Table 3 shows the average number of beans. The overall sample average is 1.52 beans. The average number of beans chosen in each region conforms to the ranking of HIV prevalence in the general MDICP sample. The averages are 1.78 beans in Balaka, 1.69 in Mchinji, and 1.16 in Rumphi. The 2004 HIV prevalence rates for these regions are 7.9 percent in Balaka, 6.4 percent in Mchinji, and 4.4 percent in Rumphi. The table also shows that average beliefs decrease with schooling and are higher for women married to a polygamous husband. Figure 2 depicts the distribution of the likelihood women assigned to being HIVinfected after receiving HIV test results. Because the testing component of the survey was conducted after the interview components, these are beliefs reported two years after the tests (the subsequent round of data collection). Because of low HIV prevalence and high attrition of infected women, there are only 18 women who report their beliefs two years after receiving a positive test result. The average number of beans allocated by these women is 4.67 beans, which is significantly higher than the average of 1.5 beans reported by women who received a negative test result. Most of the women who received a positive test result assign at least some likelihood to not being HIV infected. 19 I obtain information about births from family rosters that were collected in 2006 and 2008. Respondents were asked to list all of the children ever born to them, but year of birth is missing for children who died more than two years before the interview. I therefore use only birth outcomes reported for the years 2004 to 2007. Depending on the year of marriage, year of birth, and the rounds in which the woman participated, I observe between one and four potential fertility years for women of ages 16 to 45. In total, I observe 3,148 years of potential fertility with births in 920 of them (29.2 percent). Table 4 19. The updating of beliefs after testing is discussed in 2012) . 20. The annual birth probability is defined as the proportion of alive and married women of specific age that give birth. excluding households without a woman as a head of the household or as a wife of the head, the estimation sample includes 612 households. Two hundred twenty of these households are from Balaka, 188 from Mchinji, and 204 from Rumphi.
C. Mortality Statistics
I supplement the use of the MDICP data with statistics about survival after infection and child mortality from other studies that use data from samples with repeated HIV testing and frequent followups. These data provide more precise information on times of infection and death than MDICP does. Hallett et al. (2008) estimate probabilities of survival after infection by fitting a Weibull distribution to survival data presented by Todd et al. (2007) from five studies in eastern and southern Africa before highly active antiviral therapy. The probability of survival to year t conditional on getting infected at year s is estimated as
with c t reducing with age of infection. Parameter estimates and median survival time are presented in Table 5 . The mortality hazard increases with both duration and age of infection. The median survival time of an individual infected at ages 15 to 19 is 13.3 years, while it is 8.4 years for an individual who gets infected at ages 40 to 44. Data from different longitudinal studies with repeated assessments of HIV status of adults show higher mortality rates of children born to infected women. In these studies, the HIV status of the children was generally not available. Controlling for different background characteristics, mortality rates of children born to HIV-infected mothers were estimated to be about three times higher than those for children born to uninfected mothers, with the effect lasting throughout childhood years (Newell et al. 2004 ). Crampin et al. (2003) report child mortality rates by status of mother at birth from a retrospective cohort study with more than 10 years of followup in Karonga district in Northern Malawi. The rates are reported in Table 6 . 
IV. Estimation
The main estimation sample contains data on 1,006 women from the MDICP data set. The information on the ith woman consists of up to 4 years of pregnancy choices ( p i (t), t = t pi , . , t pi ), up to 2 reports of subjective assessments of HIV status (b i (t), t = t bi , . , I also use an auxiliary sample containing data on 612 households from the IHS-2 data set. The information on the jth household consists of household annual aggregate consumption expenditure (y j ), and a set of household characteristics: region of residence, age of woman (head or wife of the head of the household), number of children, and household's land.
The first step of the econometric implementation involves estimating the parameters of the income function (Equation 1) by ordinary least squares regression using the auxiliary sample. The rest of the model parameters are estimated using maximum likelihood, taking the parameters of the income and survival functions as given. The likelihood function contains the following elements: (1) belief reports probabilities, (2) fertility outcomes probabilities, (3) actual HIV status and survival, and (4) unobserved type probabilities. I proceed by describing the contribution of each of these elements to the likelihood.
A. Beliefs
The perceived infection hazard is estimated using the data on subjective assessments of HIV status. Let B i (t) be woman i's perceived probability of being HIV-positive at period t and b i (t) be the number of beans she allocates to being HIV-infected in the expectations elicitation exercise. I make the following two assumptions regarding the relationship between a woman's belief and the recorded number of beans. First, I assume that beliefs are reported with some noise. Specifically, the reporting error, e bi (t), is assumed to be iid across time and women: Second, I assume that each discrete "bean category" corresponds to a probability interval. 21 A respondent reports the number of beans corresponding to the interval in which her belief added to the reporting error falls. The reports are assumed to be made according to the following rule: Let W i d be the set of initial conditions for woman i. It contains the deterministic (and observable) elements of the state space. That is, it contains her permanent characteristics that enter the perceived hazard function. I define it to also contain the woman's testing variables (timing and results of tests). Although the woman does not forecast getting tested, I treat this information as part of the initial conditions for the econometric implementation. The woman's sequence of life-cycle beliefs are determined given these initial conditions and her unobserved type, and can be written as B(t j W i d , type i = j). The probability of observing b i (t), conditional on the set of woman i's initial conditions and her unobserved type is given by
where F is the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal distribution. As shown in Figure 1 , the percentage of women reporting each bean category generally decreases with the number of beans. The percentage of women who report five beans, 8.78 percent, is higher than the two categories below (3.41 percent report four beans and 6.52 percent report three) and is also significantly higher than the next category (1.59 percent report six). My model is not likely to capture this pattern. I therefore assume that the probability interval corresponding to the five bean category is larger, implying that some of the women who would allocate four or six beans to the likelihood of being HIV-positive under the rule described above, report instead five beans. The probability of observing five beans is assumed to be 21. As in Delavande and Kohler (2009) . 22. Figure 3 
B. Fertility
The parameters of the utility function are estimated using the data on pregnancy outcomes. As described in Section IIIF, the solution to a woman's optimization problem is to become pregnant at period t if the preference shock, e pi (t), is bigger than the critical value e*(W i d (t), t, type i ). Conditional on the woman's type and the observable elements of the woman's state space at time t, the probability of the woman's choice to become pregnant is given by
Conditional on the set of initial conditions and the unobserved type, the probability of observing a sequence of belief reports is independent from the probability of observing a Figure 3 Belief Distribution, by Year sequence of fertility outcomes. This is because the set of initial conditions and type map deterministically into the sequence of life-cycle beliefs.
C. Actual Infection Process
Given the assumption of no symptoms, the state space does not contain actual HIV status beyond any HIV test results that women have received. It is therefore not necessary to recover the actual hazard process for estimation of the decision-model parameters. For each possible state, the estimated model generates a probability of becoming pregnant conditional on being alive at that state. I do need an estimate of the actual hazard process for my counterfactual analysis, however. To study the effect of different policy interventions on outcomes of life-cycle fertility and child mortality, I include the infection and mortality processes in the simulations.
I assume an actual HIV infection hazard rate with a functional form similar to that of the perceived infection hazard described in Equation 2. Information about the hazard process is contained in the HIV test results, the age in which the tests were taken, and the ages in which a woman is last observed (regardless of testing histories). I define H i to be a vector of a woman i's testing and survival information: the oldest age in which she had a negative test result (if ever), the earliest age at which she received a positive test result (if ever), and the latest age in which she is observed in the data. The probability of observing a woman with testing survival history H i , conditional on her type and observable elements of her initial state is given by
I present the details of how this probability is computed in the appendix.
D. Type Distribution
A multinomial logit specification is used for the type probabilities. The probability that woman i is of type j is given by
where w ti is a vector of woman's initial conditions, including region of residence, schooling level, age of marriage, whether she is married to a polygamous husband, year of birth, and the number of children she had in the first period observed interacted with the age she was when first observed. The last term is included to take into account the fact that not all the women are observed from the time of their marriage. The state in which they are first observed depends on past decisions and therefore on their unobserved type.
E. Likelihood Function
The contribution of woman i to the sample likelihood is given by
V. Estimation Results
A. Parameter Estimates
The model is fit with four unobserved types. 23 Recall that the types can differ with respect to their preferences for children, the assigned probabilities to the accuracy of HIV test results, and the perceived and actual exposure to HIV infection. The four types have distinctively different beliefs and characteristics. As seen in Table 7 , type 0 women, who represent 28 percent of the sample, have the largest share of women with some secondary education and the lowest share of women married to polygamist men. They assign no likelihood to being infected throughout their life cycle. Type 1, comprising 23 percent of the sample, have the highest share of women with no schooling and the youngest age of marriage. Type 2, comprising only 2.1 percent of the sample, perceive the highest exposure to HIV infection. On average, women of that group assign probabilities of 0.59 and 0.69 to being infected when they are 20 and 40 years old respectively. Type 3 women are the biggest group, representing 47 percent of the sample. Tables 8 to 12 report the parameter estimates and their standard errors. As can be seen in Table 8 , the marginal utilities of additional children are positive for the first child and are decreasing with the stock of surviving children for all women. However, the profile of these marginal utilities varies with region of residence, schooling level, polygamy status, and unobserved type. Relative to women with lower levels of education, women who attended secondary school have the highest marginal utility for the first child, but the marginal utility declines at the fastest rate with the number of children. The same is true for women from Rumphi district relative to women from the other two districts and for type 1 women relative to the other types.
The childbearing costs, which are assumed to depend only on a woman's age, are estimated to be positive and increasing with age. The cost for the youngest age group (less than 20 years) is 25 percent of that for women of ages 20 to 24 and only about 1 percent of the cost for women of ages 40 to 44. The cost of consecutive pregnancies, on the other hand, is estimated to be decreasing with age.
B. Model Fit
To assess model fit, I compare the model's prediction of the distributions of reported beliefs and pregnancy probabilities to the distributions of actual beliefs and pregnancies observed in the data. I simulate each observed woman 100 times. The simulation starts from the age a woman is first observed and takes as given the observable elements of the state space (her constant characteristics, pregnancy in previous period, and the number and ages of children younger than four years). For each simulation, I draw an unobservable type from the type distribution and preferences shocks.
Figures 4 and 5 and Table 13 compare the fertility and belief reporting outcomes predicted by the model to the actual outcomes observed in the data. Figure 4 shows that the model is able to generate the shape of the reported beliefs distribution. It underpredicts the proportion of women in the lowest bean category by about four percentage points and over-predicts the proportions in the two-and three-bean categories. As described in Section IV, I assume that some of the respondents round and report five beans instead of four and six. Of belief reports in the data, 13.8 percent are of the four-to six-bean categories; the model predicts 13.6 percent. Figure 5 depicts the actual and predicted annual pregnancy probabilities for different age groups. The model captures the decline in pregnancy probabilities with age. This pattern is generated by the diminishing marginal utility of additional children and childbearing costs, which increase with age. Table 10 shows the actual and predicted annual pregnancy probabilities by region, schooling level, and polygamy status of the husband. 
VI. Counterfactual Analysis
Having estimated the structural model parameters, I use the model to perform counterfactual experiments to quantify the effect of the HIV/AIDS epidemic on fertility outcomes in the given environment and to evaluate the impacts of different policy interventions. I do so by simulating the women's life-cycle fertility decisions in different environments. As with the previous simulations, performed to assess goodness of fit, each woman is simulated 100 times. However, in the counterfactual simulations I also incorporate infection and mortality. That is, women are exposed to HIV infection according to the estimated actual infection hazard process, and, once infected, they are exposed to the mortality process. Survival probabilities of children of ages 0-3 depend on the HIV status of the mother at time of birth according to the rates in Table 5 .
For the counterfactual simulations, I use a younger subsample of the 509 women who were born after 1978. The overall sample is representative of women of reproductive age, in their first unbroken marriage, who were living in the areas covered by the survey at the time of the survey. However, the composition of the sample is affected by the infection and mortality processes. That is, there are additional women who would have been in the sample in the absence of the epidemic. For the counterfactual analysis, I simulate the full life cycle of the women, including realizations of infection and mortality. Therefore, if I use the full sample, women of some characteristics or types that are in higher risk of getting infected might be underrepresented. Among the younger cohort, the probability of dying from HIV/AIDS by the age in which the respondents are first observed is less than one percent.
The characteristics of the sample used in the counterfactuals is presented in Table 14 . I define the baseline environment to be with the levels of perceived and actual hazards of infection estimated by the model, but without any HIV tests. Results of the baseline environment simulation are presented in Panel A of To assess how fertility outcomes would have been different were there no HIV, I simulate fertility in an environment with no HIV (and no beliefs about HIV). This simulation also can be thought of as representing an upper bound for change in outcomes under perfect implementation of antiretroviral treatments that prevent mother-to- Table 15 . Comparison of fertility outcomes in the two environments indicates that HIV has a negative average effect on fertility for the given group of women. The average number of births during a woman's life in the no-HIV environment is 7.22 in comparison to 7.07 in the baseline environment. 25 Although the total amount of births is lower in the baseline environment, the total incidents of child 25. The life-cycle number of births is higher than the national total fertility rate estimated at 6 pregnancies per woman because fertility rates are higher in rural areas of Malawi. mortality is higher by 7 percent as the percentage of children not surviving to age beyond age 4 increases to 17.5 percent from 15.8 percent in the presence of HIV. Eighty-five percent of the women will experience the same number of births in both environments. Three percent will have higher fertility in the HIV environment. This is due to replacement behavior of infected women who assign low likelihood to being infected as well as hoarding behavior by women with high valuation of children who anticipate higher probability of child mortality. However, the overall average reduction in fertility in the presence of HIV is largely due to the shorter life span of women infected with HIV as well as women that choose to reduce fertility as they assign lower probabilities to their own as well as their children survival in the future.
There is heterogeneity in the effect of HIVon fertility by women's characteristics. The average difference for type 0 women is only 0.03. Because they do not assign any likelihood to being infected, it is completely due to the increase in mother and child mortality by infected women. Type 1s experience an average of 0.17 fewer pregnancies in the presence of HIV, although this group has the highest share of women (8 percent) who actually increase fertility in that environment. Type 3s are the most affected, with a difference of 0.2 pregnancies. Women from Balaka, with the highest HIV prevalence and highest average likelihood women assign to being infected, will have on average 0.31 more births in the no-HIV environment while women from Mchinji and Rumphi will have on average 0.08 and 0.1 more births respectively.
The fertility outcomes are affected by perceived as well as actual exposure to HIV. As expected, the difference in the number of births in the two environments depends not only on whether a woman got infected during the fertile stage of her life cycle but also on when in the life cycle she got infected. Women who got infected by age 25 (5.1 percent of the sample) experience 1.57 less births in the baseline environment relative to the no-HIV environment. Women who got infected by age 45 (11.6 percent of the sample) experience a reduction of 0.84 births, and women who did not get infected by the end of their fertile stage experience an average difference of 0.06 births.
To separate the effect of women's shorter life span on the number of births from the other channels through which HIV can affect fertility (child mortality and survival expectations), I count pregnancies in the no-HIV environment that occurred only in periods in which women would have been alive in the baseline environment. This brings the average number of births down to 7.1, only 0.03 higher than the number in the baseline environment. During these periods, women of types 0 and 1 experience fewer births in the no-HIV environment, by 0.01 and 0.08 respectively. Type 2 and 3 experience more births. Type 2, who have the highest beliefs about being infected, experience on average 0.19 more births, and Type 3, the largest group in the sample, experience 0.1 more births. Regardless of whether women decrease or increase the number of births in the presence of HIV, most of the divergence in fertility rates happens in the second half of the women's fertile stage of the life cycle. This is because older women assign higher likelihood to being infected, they are more likely to be infected, and the marginal utility from additional child reduces with the number of children.
These results might represent a lower bound of the impact of HIV on fertility. As discussed in Section IIIA, many women were excluded from the sample because they had pregnancies with more than one man or they were separated from their first spouses. A small number of the excluded women are widowed. These women are older on average, but conditional on their age, they assign higher likelihood to being infected, are more likely to actually be infected, and have had less births on average. If beliefs about HIV infection and actual infection causally lead to partnership dissolution, then the negative impact of HIVon fertility is likely to be bigger than the one I estimated with the restricted sample.
Another reason why these results might represent a lower bound of the impact of HIV/AIDS on fertility is that risk of HIV infection is taken as exogenous to fertility choices. As explained in Section IIA, the data do not show a relationship between exposure to HIV infection and pregnancies. 26 However, self-reports about sexual behaviors might be subject to misreporting due to the sensitivity of the topic. If pregnancies do increase perceived exposure to HIV infection, the estimation of the model would underpredict beliefs by those who gave birth and underestimate utility from having children (or overestimate the cost of pregnancy). This would lead to underprediction of fertility in the no-HIV environment.
The results described above are overall in line with those of previous studies analyzing DHS data sets from sub-Saharan Africa to study the impact of HIV/AIDS on fertility. These studies found reduced fertility among the HIV-infected but little impact on the uninfected. The finding that women are more likely to change their fertility in the later part of the fertile stage of their life cycle echoes that by Durevall and Lindskog (2011) who concluded that women reduce fertility in older ages in the presence of higher HIV prevalence rates. They, however, also find that women substitute later fertility with increased fertility in earlier ages. I do not observe such pattern in my simulation results.
In Panel C of Table 15 , I present results from a simulation of an environment in which there is no mother-to-child transmission. This simulation can be thought of as an assessment of the potential effect of provision of antiviral treatment in order to prevent such transmission (without extending the survival of HIV-infected adults). 27 In the simulation, child mortality probabilities of children born to HIV-infected women are equated to those of children born to HIV-negative women. The average number of life-cycle births in this environment is 7.05, a slight difference from the 7.07 births experienced in the baseline environment. Although the reduction in expected and experienced child mortality, less than 1 percent of women will change the number of births they give.
Coverage of HIV testing has rapidly expanded in Malawi. According to the Malawi DHS, the percentage of women aged 15-49 in rural areas that ever got tested and learned their test results increased from 10.7 percent in 2004 to 71 percent in 2010. To study the impact of HIV testing on fertility outcomes, I simulate life-cycle fertility in counterfactual scenarios in which the respondents are offered a single test in different points in their life cycle. The impact of testing on outcomes depends on how women update their beliefs after learning their test result. This updating depends on the discrepancy between the beliefs and actual HIV status and on the accuracy women assign to test results. The impact of testing depends on the extent to which the updated beliefs alter the relative 26. Practically no married woman reports extramarital sexual partners, a negligible share of those who use family planning methods use condoms that also would protect against HIV infection, and there is no correlation between reported frequency of sex and pregnancy. 27. In high-income countries, the rate of mother-to-child transmission has been reduced to less than one percent (unaids.org). According to WHO, UNAIDS, and UNICEF (2013) , in 2012 60 percent of pregnant women living with HIV in Malawi received antiretroviral treatment to prevent mother-to-child transmission.
valuation of women's choices. This can vary with age and the number of children a woman has as the life horizon shortens and marginal utility from additional children is reduced. It is also important to keep in mind that while the test result gives information about one's status in the present, women's decisions also are affected by perceived exposure to infection in the future. A woman receiving a negative test result, for example, might not change her survival expectations by much if she believes she is at high risk of getting infected in the periods just after the test. In addition, the extent to which testing will affect outcomes could be limited given the estimated low probabilities most women assign to the accuracy of test results (presented in Table 11 ).
I therefore perform two types of simulations: scenarios in which women assign full accuracy to the test results and scenarios with the estimated perceived accuracies of HIV test results. The tests are simulated at three points in the life cycle of the women: at the time of their marriage (age 17 on average), age 25, and age 35. At the time of their marriage, 1.3 percent of women are simulated to be infected, 4.1 percent at age 25, and 5.7 percent at age 35. At ages 25 and 35, women already have given 3.3 and 6.1 births on average. The results presented in Table 16 show overall negligible effects of testing on the average number of births and child mortality women experience over their life cycle.
At the period of marriage, more than 80 percent of women assign a probability of less than 0.1 to being infected and almost 99 percent receive a negative test result. Therefore, it is not surprising that testing at this age had little impact regardless of the accuracy assigned to the results. At age 25, women assign an average probability of 0.09 to being infected, but when assigning full accuracy to the HIV test, the probability assigned to being HIV-infected change by less than 0.05 in absolute terms for more than 70 percent of women. Type 2 experiences the biggest change in their beliefs but given that they perceive very high likelihood to getting infected in the future, the change in their perceived survival probabilities is limited. At age 35, the absolute value of the difference between beliefs with and without a test with full perceived accuracy is 0.19. However, fertility rates are significantly lower at the last ten years of the fertile stage of women's life cycle, and the scope to affect overall fertility rates is smaller. Among the group who got infected by the time of their marriage, receiving a positive test result would reduce life-cycle fertility from an average of 4.27 births to 4.15 with the partial updating and to 3.98 with full updating (most of this group would not survive past the age of 30). Among those who are infected and alive at age 25, receiving a positive test result at with partial updating reduces life-cycle fertility by 0.1 birth from 5.72. When women assign full accuracy to the test results, the number of births reduce to 5.63. Number of experienced child mortality reduces from 2.38 in the baseline environment to 2.32 in the environment with partial updating and to 2.27 when beliefs are fully updated after testing. For those who are alive and infected at age 35, receiving a test result would reduce the number of life-cycle birth from 6.78 to 6.72 with partial updating and to 6.71 with full updating. The smaller effect at age 35, relative to that when tests were given in earlier ages, is partially due to the fact that mortality from HIV accelerates with age, leaving the women fewer periods during which to make fertility choices.
As presented in Tables 8 to 12 , many of the model parameters have large standard errors. Were a larger sample available, the estimation would have been more precise. Overall, I find a negligible impact of the different simulated policy interventions on fertility outcomes. Rather than state that these interventions have no impact, a more accurate interpretation would be to reject that they would have a large impact on women in their first marriage.
VII. Conclusions
In this paper, I specified and structurally estimated a dynamic model of fertility in an environment with high HIV prevalence. My analysis takes into account uncertainty about HIV status and the discrepancies between perceived and actual exposure to HIV infection. Women's perceptions about their exposure to HIV infection and about their own HIV status affect their beliefs about their own and their children's life expectancies. Beliefs about life expectancies, in turn, affect fertility choices by changing the profile of expected lifetime utilities associated with each choice. I estimated the model parameters by maximum likelihood with longitudinal data from the Malawi Diffusion and Ideational Change Project, which contain measures of subjective beliefs about own HIV status. The model fits the fertility patterns in the data well and also fits the distribution of reported beliefs about own HIV status.
Model simulations are informative about how HIV affects fertility and about the impact of policies aimed at reducing HIV, such as HIV testing programs and provision of antiretroviral therapy, on fertility and child mortality. Results show that the presence of HIV reduces the average number of life-cycle births by 0.15. Most of the change is due to the shorter life span of infected women that leaves the women with less periods in which to become pregnant. However, some women who assign a high likelihood to HIV infection decrease their fertility in expectation of a shorter life horizon while some women increase their fertility in response to higher child mortality rates. I find that HIV testing has a negligible average impact on fertility but can cause infected women to reduce their fertility, leading to a reduction in child mortality and orphanhood. I also find that prevention of mother-to-child transmission would have a negligible effect on the average number of life-cycle births, although it would reduce the incidence of child mortality.
Several modeling choices were made to keep the model tractable for estimation and due to limitations of available data. I modeled fertility by married women but abstracted from endogenizing potentially related choices, such as timing of marriage, selection of partners, and investment in the human capital of children. A contribution of this paper is that I use novel data on subjective beliefs to allow women's beliefs to be updated with their own survival and HIV test results. In reality, there may be other channels through which women learn about their HIV status and risk of infection. For example, women might update their perceived risk of infection through observing mortality in their communities. Although I model women's subjective HIV hazard rate as a function of their region of residence to reflect different levels of exposure to the epidemic in different areas, the impact of region of residence on the perceived hazard function is fixed throughout the women's life cycle as women do not change their views on the infection process itself. A model incorporating all of these elements mentioned above would be very complicated to specify and estimate.
Nevertheless, this paper contributes to the literature on the effect of HIV/AIDS on fertility and extends the dynamic fertility choice model. It models an environment in which the survival of both children and mothers is uncertain. Furthermore, it is one of the first few papers that explicitly incorporates subjective beliefs in a dynamic discrete choice model. The use of data on subjective beliefs enables exploiting heterogeneity within communities in a manner that cannot be studied when only using data on local HIV prevalence. The estimation of the model parameters enabled me to perform a range of counterfactual simulations to assess the impact of relevant policy interventions on life-cycle fertility and child mortality. The unconditional probability of getting infected at period t is given by e P t ð Þ = e h t ð Þ Y t -1
1 -e h k ð Þ :
Information about the hazard process is contained in the HIV test results, the age in which the tests were taken, and the ages in which a woman is last observed (regardless of testing histories). Let t i represent the age in which a woman is last observed (and is therefore known to be alive at that age). Let t i -be the oldest age in which a woman is observed to get a negative test result. Let t i + be the youngest age a woman is observed to receive a positive test result. Let H i = (t i -, t i + , t i ) be the vector of observed "HIV history" of woman i, with t i -(t i + ) equaling zero if a woman is never tested negative (positive). Women's "HIV histories" belong to one of the following 4 categories:
1. Never tested:
The probability of observing a woman who was never tested alive at t, conditional on her initial conditions and unobserved type, is given by Pr Hi = ð0‚ 0‚ tÞ j O 2. Tested only negative: The probability of observing a woman who was only tested negative and is alive at t, conditional on her initial conditions and unobserved type, is given by
3. Tested only positive: The probability of observing a woman who if infected by t + and alive at t, conditional on her initial conditions and unobserved type, is given by 
